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ABSTRACT
Fluid withdrawal and pore pressure reduction change the effective stresses around a borehole and cause
borehole instability associated with progressive localization of the damaged zone as well as potential fines
production. Experimentally, chalk exhibits a complex geomechanics behaviour (pore collapse, shear failure,
time/rate dependency) and modelling the behaviour of the borehole under in-situ and operational conditions
requires the constitutive model to be capable of capturing the observations. This study presents a workflow
that integrates rock mechanics testing on cylindrical specimens as well as specimen with a single lateral hole
(SLH) and a finite element code, developed for chalk. The code incorporates post-peak softening as well as the
rate dependency of the pore collapse stress in order to accurately predict the wellbore stability under in-situ
stress conditions. The tested SLH specimen was CT imaged before and after testing for identifying the damaged
zone and its extension. Backward numerical simulations of the SLH test data improved the accuracy of the
estimated rock mechanics properties (post-peak failure and dilatancy) compared to the properties estimated
by back analyses of standard triaxial tests with a single element simulator. The workflow is applied to predict
the stability of a small lateral borehole (2 cm) created with Radial Jet Drilling technique with two different
geometries: one with circular geometry created by a rotating nozzle; another with a circular hole with wing
shaped cracks likely to develop when a static nozzle is used. Results of the wellbore stability analyses applying
the chalk properties from the back analyses highlighted the importance of using experimentally verified postpeak failure and dilatancy parameters, together with a modelling tool capable of simulating shear strain
localization incorporating the Cosserat approach.

1. Introduction
A detailed wellbore stability analysis is becoming increasingly important in order to construct cost-effective open-hole completions, especially for drilling methods, such as deviated, extended reach and
horizontal wells (Martins et al., 1999; Christensen et al., 2004; Tan
et al., 2004), and conventional and high-pressure jet drilled multilaterals (Kamel, 2017; Reinsch et al., 2018a; Liao et al., 2020; Huang
and Huang, 2019; Reinsch et al., 2018b; Medetbekova et al., 2020a). Effective stress changes around boreholes due to drilling and hydrocarbon
extraction operations are responsible for instability and sanding/fines
production (Radwan and Sen, 2021). During drilling, the designed mud
pressure must be not only high enough to avoid the shear failure
because of stress concentrations around the wellbore, but also low
enough to prevent the tensile-fracturing of the formation (Zobak, 2010;
Kassem et al., 2021). During production, a high drawdown pressure

and depletion of the reservoir increases the sanding/fines production
potential, caused by progressive development of plastic strain around
the borehole. In order to design a safe operation of the well during
drilling and production, a competent failure criterion and a constitutive
model capable of capturing the mechanical behaviour of rock observed
from experiments are required (McLean and Addis, 1990).
The chalk formations in many North Sea oil fields are high porosity
chalk which are mechanically weak due to little or absence of cementation (Andersen, 1995). Based on laboratory testing, chalk shows a
complex mechanical behaviour. The yield mechanisms such as shear
failure, pore collapse and tensile failure are the main deformation
mechanisms describing the behaviour of many rock formations. Experimentally, the shear failure occurs at a relatively low mean stress, but
at high deviatoric stresses, in which solid rock grains rotate and/or
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however, the solution is only applicable for a limited stress path without pore collapse incorporated into the solution. A few works take into
account softening and localization in relation to borehole stability but
without considering rate dependency and viscous effect in constitutive
model (Papanastasiou, 2000; Papanastasiou and Vardoulakis, 1992;
Papamichos, 2010).
The present work aims to demonstrate how the prediction of the
wellbore stability analysis in chalk can be improved through the integration of rock-mechanics test data as well as numerical modelling
data. The work also demonstrates the significance of using an experimentally validated modelling tool capable of predicting post-peak
softening as well as rate dependency of pore collapse stresses under
field conditions. A workflow developed for stability analyses and for
obtaining the required rock properties is based on five main parts: 1.
the basic rock mechanics testing for estimating the rock properties; 2.
a rock mechanics testing method, called the single lateral hole (SLH),
to study the wellbore stability under various stress paths, creep and
flow conditions; 3. utilizing CT imaging for identifying the damaged
zone and its extension, and 4. backward numerical simulations of the
SLH test data to improve the estimated rock mechanics properties and
5. forward numerical simulations utilizing the estimated properties
to predict the stability of open-hole in chalk under reservoir in-situ
stresses and operational conditions.

slide past each other on internal surfaces. Another failure mechanism
is the pore collapse (compaction), occurring at high mean stress and
low deviatoric stresses, associated with an increase in compressibility
due to irreversible pore volume reduction. The material can also fail
in tension, where rock grains are pulled apart from each other when a
stress component becomes tensile (Hickman, 2004). Similar to other
rock types as unconsolidated sandstones (de Waal, 1986), diatomite
and calcium carbonate (Hamilton and Shafer, 1991), chalk also shows
visco-plastic deformation (creep), which is a term used to describe the
rate dependency of the strength (Smits et al., 1986; Monjoie et al.,
1990; Andersen et al.; Andersen, 1995). Due to creep, chalk shows
continued deformation under constant stress which is accompanied
with a breakdown of its structure. During the last few decades, various
constitutive models have been developed for chalk. Hickman (2004)
provided a good review of the proposed constitutive models. Almost
all the existing models have separate yield surfaces for the shearing
and pore collapse, while some also include the tensile failure (Collin
et al., 2002; De Gennaro et al., 2003; Homand and Shao, 2000; Plischke,
1994; Zaman et al., 1995). A few models use one enclosed yield surface
for the whole mechanism (Papamichos et al., 1997; Kristiansen and
Plischke, 2010). Including a pore collapse yield surface is important for
the compaction analysis, while the shear failure part of the yield surface
is essential for the borehole stability analysis. Among the proposed
models, most ones include only strain hardening for the shear failure,
which is useful for the pre-failure behaviour. To simulate the postfailure behaviour, a strain softening must be incorporated in order to
capture the progressive damage associated with the reduction in the
material strength.
Another complexity with chalk behaviour is that it undergoes timedependent deformation called creep, characterized by a continuous
decrease in void space as time passes, while the effective stresses
remain constant (Hickman, 2004). Various rate/time dependent models have been proposed in the past, in order to simulate the creep
behaviour of soft materials. Among these, empirical and rheological
models (de Waal and Smits, 1988; Pruiksma et al., 2015; Bingham,
1916) are limited to uniaxial conditions. General time dependent models (De Gennaro et al., 2003; Datcheva et al., 2001; Hickman and
Gutierrez, 2008; Gutierrez and Hickman, 2011; Cassiani et al., 2017;
Kristiansen and Plischke, 2010; Hajiabadi and Nick, 2020; Hajiabadi
et al., 2020) are adapted for implementation in the 2D/3D finite
element frameworks. Since these models are not restricted to specific
boundary conditions, all possible stress paths can be simulated.
Experimental and deterministic approaches are two main
approaches to investigate wellbore stability (McLellan, 1996). Experimental models are based on the hollow cylinder test has been utilized
as an efficient means of understanding the initiation and evolution of
breakouts due to applied stresses employing the Computed Tomography (CT) scanning, as well as quantifying the production of fines from
the plastified zones around the borehole as a function of fluid flow
rate (Tronvoll et al., 1997; Papamichos et al., 2001; Cuss et al., 2003;
Santos and Ferreira, 2015; Lv et al., 2019). Deterministic approaches
including analytical solutions and numerical methods are widely used
for estimating the breakout zone by considering plasticity and damage
mechanic (Veeken et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 2020; Cui et al., 2020;
Gao and Gray, 2020; Li et al., 2021; Abdelghany et al., 2021). Stresses
induced by fluid flow into boreholes and sand production are also considered in some studies (Risnes et al., 1982; Paslay et al., 1963). Meng
et al. (2019b) have studied dynamic stress distribution around the hole
with considering the coupled deformation–diffusion effect. Wellbore
stability is also investigated in naturally fractured formations (Meng
et al., 2019a).
To date, an accurate estimate of the extent of the damaged zone
associated with shear breakout by means of a model with strain softening remains challenging and only a few papers present a model
validated against test data. Lv et al. (2019) proposed an analytical
solution around a borehole within an elasto-softening-plastic concept;

2. Methodology of the wellbore stability analysis
The workflow for the wellbore stability analysis builds upon a
methodology illustrated in Fig. 1, which integrates standard rock mechanics testing, single hole lateral testing, finite element modelling
using single element approach as well as 2D/3D modelling for predicting material parameters, and CT scanning. The triaxial tests were
carried out on standard cylindrical specimens and the test program
was designed in order to establish a model that captures the pore
collapse and the shear failure yield surface in the 𝑝′ − 𝑞 diagram. The
single lateral hole test was designed in order to study the wellbore
stability under various loading, creep and flow conditions. The CT
imaging was used after each loading step of the SLH specimen for
a preset stress in order to evaluate the extent of the damaged zone
around the hole. Numerical backward analyses were carried out by the
single element (SE) and 2D/3D modelling. Modelling of the triaxial test
using the SE simulator enables prediction of the first estimations of the
rock mechanical properties, whereas modelling by means of the 2D/3D
mesh improves the accuracy of the predicted parameters, especially
for the parameters representing the post peak failure and dilatancy.
Forward modelling of the openhole stability with considering in-situ
stress condition, drawdown and depletion scheme were carried out with
a 2D mesh utilizing the estimated properties from the back analyses of
the SLH test. In this paper, numerical analyses are performed using the
ISAMGEO simulator, employing the chalk model (Cassiani et al., 2017),
which is adopted to take into account the post-peak shear softening and
the rate dependency of pore collapse deformation. The model benefits
from two independent yield surfaces for the shear failure and the pore
collapse yielding surface (Medetbekova et al., 2020c). The shear failure
is given by Mohr–Coulomb criterion with hardening and softening
effects. The yield surface for the pore collapse is given by a shifted
elliptical cap, similar as for Modified Cam–Clay model (Roscoe and Burland, 1968). While the shear failure is assumed rate-independent, the
pore collapse yield surface can shrink and expand not only by softening
or hardening affect, but also by softening/hardening volumetric plastic
strain rate effects. The constitutive model is described in Appendix A.
2.1. Standard rock mechanics testing
Conventional triaxial compression tests were performed in accordance with standard ISRM test procedures on cylindrical core specimens (ISRM, 1983). Three triaxial compression test were performed
2
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Fig. 1. Workflow for the wellbore stability analysis.

to establish the shear failure yield surface as the specimen was loaded
under an axial compression at two consecutive confining stresses. From
the hydrostatic compression test the pore collapse behaviour was determined by pressurizing the sample equally in all directions. One uniaxial
compression test is also required to allow the pore collapse yield
surface calibration. It involves compressing the sample between two
rigid plate while the lateral displacement retained to zero by correcting
the volume changes. A uniaxial compression test followed by a creep
phase allows to obtain the rate dependent yielding cap. It should be
emphasized that we only performed a hydrostatic compression test
here to determine pore collapse. Other parameters for the yielding cap
(e.g. creep parameter) are extracted from uniaxial compression test
followed by a creep phase estimated for Gorm chalk field (Medetbekova
et al., 2020c).

2.2. Back analysis using single element simulator
The conventional triaxial compression tests were back analysed by
a single element simulator. Although it would be possible to do this
by performing a single calculating the stress–strain integration, single
element simulator benefits from using a single element with boundary
conditions of the triaxial setup in the finite element code ISAMGEO.
Due to the homogeneous stress and strain condition within the
specimen, the single element approach fails to model the localization
of deformation along the discrete shear plane. It smears the strains over
the whole element representing the rock specimen associated with the
average strain in the specimen. Thus the shear failure parameters with
softening and dilatancy can vary from the refined finite grid model
where strain localization is a product of the simulation (Christensen
et al., 2004). However, this tool is quick for calibration of the basic
3
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material properties such as elastic, pore collapse strength and shear
failure parameters derived from the stress–strain curve.
2.3. Modelling of triaxial compression test in 3D
Since the single element approach gives only approximations for
material parameters, an accurate prediction of the shear failure parameters with dilatancy and softening behaviour requires running additional
3D modelling of the triaxial compression test. The strong dilatancy and
softening behaviour observed in the experiments is not an intrinsic
behaviour of the material, but rather the effect of the bifurcation
of the deformation pattern. Typical examples of such inhomogeneous
deformation are the barrelling, buckling and shear band formation.
Heterogeneity of the material properties, boundary conditions such as
end constraints and confinement, and also the shape/size of the specimen are the typical causes of inhomogeneous deformation (Sulem and
Vardoulakis, 1991). Unless the imperfections are introduced, numerical
modelling of the triaxial test causes barrelling of the specimen. The
imperfections can be introduced as the applied load or heterogeneity of
properties. In this study, the latter approach was utilized with randomly
(uncorrelated) assigned chalk parameters scattered over the chalk specimen sampled from a gaussian distribution. The finite element (FE)
model simulated the applied displacement at the top of the piston
centre. The simulation was initiated with a hydrostatic stress state of
2 MPa followed by prescribed vertical displacement at the top of the
piston while the confining stress remaining at initial stress of 2 MPa.
Material models exhibiting softening behaviour and stiffness degradation often lead to severe convergence difficulties in implicit analysis programs. The model uses Cosserat continuum to overcome these
convergence difficulties (Khoei, 2010; Vardoulakis, 2018). Cosserat
continuum with incorporating an intrinsic material length scale into the
conventional continuum mechanics approaches departs from the local
theories to account for size effects in the mechanical behaviour.
The modelled specimen had a height of 108 mm and a diameter of
54 mm. The model consists of 38016 20-node quadratic brick elements
(Fig. 2). These elements were assigned to a set of 10 different material
types, taken from the numerical back analysis of the standard test using
the single element approach. Above and below the chalk specimen,
interface elements with 2 mm thickness (modelling the steel filter plate)
were used which had a Young’s modulus of 7 GPa, while the pistons
had a Young’s modulus of 210 GPa. Due to the stiffness contrast steelchalk, the stress distribution in the interface is not uniform (a similar
case is well known in foundation engineering: a loaded stiff plate on
a soft ground). The finite element subdivision of the piston must be
sufficiently fine to model the associated stress redistribution in the
piston. The interface elements were introduced in order to reduce the
end plate friction effect and also the stiffness contrast between the
piston and chalk.

Fig. 2. Triaxial Compression test: (a) 3D triaxial test model (b) Illustration of a
randomly generated porosity field. 10 different material types represented by a porosity
value for each type were assigned.

Fig. 3 shows 2D and 3D meshes for the SLH test. The specimen
had the following dimensions: 98.6 mm diameter, 197.6 mm length,
and 20.44 mm hole diameter. In the 3D model, the pillar width was
19 mm. The 2D geometry was modelled with 3386 higher order finite
elements, while the 3D geometry comprised of 25 749 elements. Due
to symmetry, the 2D model considered 1/4 of the full geometry, while
the 3D model considered 1/8. As in the triaxial compression test model,
above and below the sample, interface elements (with 1 mm thickness)
were also used for modelling the SLH test. At a determined level of
stress, testing continued with subsequent constant stress (creep) phase.
2.5. Rock mechanics test with horizontal hole
The SLH test was carried out on a test specimen with a diameter
of 98.6 mm and a height of 198 mm (Fig. 4). A ‘horizontal wellbore’
hole was drilled laterally at the centre of the specimen, to a depth corresponding to about 2 cm from the outside perimeter of the specimen.
Afterwards, a slightly bigger hole (plug hole) was drilled to a depth
of about 2.3 cm. The reason for this was that the ‘horizontal wellbore’
had to be sealed inside the test specimen, otherwise the outside rubber
membrane supplying the confining pressure would enter the hole when
the specimen was being loaded. Then the borehole was sealed by a plug
of similar chalk material. The plug was carefully shaped to fit the SLH
test specimen. A tiny hole was made at the centre of the plug and a steel
tubing connecting to the inner wellbore was installed through the tiny
hole. After installation of the plug, the tubing was sealed with epoxy
rubber to prevent leakage. The rim of the plug was also sealed with
epoxy rubber, to prevent the membrane entering the borehole due to
confining pressure and to prevent the plug to fail in tension due to axial
loading. The strain gauges were installed, and the wires and tubing
were aligned and fixed before the specimen was enclosed by the inner
rubber membrane. Finally the specimen was installed in the Hoek cell
and mounted in the load frame, and the Linear Voltage Displacement
Transducer’s (LVDT) were aligned. In total 5 axial strain gauges and 2
LVDT’s were used for measuring the axial deformation, while 3 radial
strain gauges were installed to measure the radial deformation.
Using the material properties derived from the numerical back
analyses of standard triaxial tests with the single element simulator and
3D triaxial compressive test modelling, it is possible to run a predictive
model in order to identify at which stress level the breakouts are
expected avoiding the global failure of the specimen. At the end of the
test, the specimen was unloaded and CT scanned for the visualization of

2.4. A predictive model for the single hole test
As it was required to dismount the test set-up for CT scanning, it
was necessary to run a predictive model for the SLH test to determine
the stress state at which the breakouts start developing around the
horizontal hole. The specimen was loaded with radial effective stress
to axial effective stress ratio (K) of 0.4. This stress ratio is chosen
close to the uniaxial compression condition when the pore collapse
deformation achieved. Thus modelling of the SLH test by means of a
2D simulation under plane strain condition can represent the results
of the 3D simulation around the circular hole. It should be mentioned
that a 3D simulation with the given dimensions was first performed to
assure the chosen width of the pillar is sufficient to prevent boundary
effects and avoid global failure due to shear failure at the pillar. Then
2D simulations were preferred to reduce computational costs utilizing
a fine mesh.
4
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Fig. 3. (a) The 2D and (b) 3D schematics of a specimen with a single lateral hole (SLH) meshed in the finite element model.

Fig. 4. Design of the single lateral hole test: (a) Top view schematic of the specimen and positioning of the axial/radial strain gauges and LVDT; (b) Austin chalk specimen (length
200 mm, diameter 100 mm) drilled laterally with a horizontal hole (length 57.4 mm, diameter 20.44 mm) and plug hole (length 22.3 mm, diameter 25.52 mm); (c) Illustration
of the specimen sealed with the plug hole and glued with the strain gauges.

break-out development and verification of the extent predicted with the
model. Evaluation of the breakout development with increasing applied
effective stresses was made by monitoring of the strain development
from strain gauges.

depending on the nozzle type, different borehole geometries can be
created. Using the rotating nozzle with water, a circular borehole
geometry with a diameter of about 2–3 cm can be created, whereas
with the static nozzle with acid aided fluid, a circular geometry with
wings with a diameter of 2 cm and wing cracks extension of 2–3 cm
can be obtained. Moreover, analysis of the rock mechanics properties of
chalk after jet drilling with acid aided fluid suggested a local damage
of the chalk, where strength and stiffness properties are significantly
reduced and porosity near the borehole is increased (Medetbekova
et al., 2020b). In this study, the stability of the lateral borehole was
investigated with a two-dimensional mesh and for two different geometries illustrated in Fig. 5. It is common to use plane strain condition
for main boreholes. But under special conditions, plain strain condition
can be violated in some places. Especially at junctions where lateral
boreholes deviate radially from the main borehole, plain strain condition is not a true assumption. However, plain strain condition is
assumed here. The 2D geometry with circular hole was modelled with
2772 higher order finite elements, while the geometry with wings was
modelled with 4416 higher order finite elements. The detailed view of
the model shows that the borehole has a 10 mm radius and that the
model with the wing has a wing depth of 30 mm and width of 2 mm.
Assuming symmetry, one fourth of the cross section was modelled.

2.6. Modelling of the single hole test
As mentioned earlier the 3D triaxial compression test modelling
provides the first estimations of the softening and dilatancy postpeak strength and stiffness parameters. Indeed, those parameters are
better approximations than those predicted from the single element
approach. However, further unknown is whether the shear band thickness modelled with 3D modelling is truly representing the shear zone
development observed in the triaxial compression testing. Backward
modelling of the SLH test enables us to verify the softening and dilatancy parameters to reduce uncertainties. Moreover, the assumed
Cosserat length that was used in the triaxial test can also be verified
with the back analysis of the SLH test.
2.7. Near wellbore stability analysis
Jet drilling experiments carried out by Medetbekova et al. (2020a)
on outcrop Austin (US) and Welton outcrop (UK) chalks suggest that
5
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Fig. 5. Finite element mesh for the stability analysis of a horizontal openhole lateral, assuming plane strain conditions. The model has a length 5 m and a height of 5 m. A close
up of the near borehole area shows that the diameter of the lateral is 10 mm. In the borehole geometry with the wing, the depth of the wing is 30 mm and the width is 2 mm.
Applied initial conditions to the model: effective vertical stress of 17 MPa, effective horizontal stress of 5 MPa and reservoir fluid pressure of 25 MPa.

In the wellbore stability simulation, the following initial conditions
were applied: Effective vertical stress of 17 MPa, effective (isotropic)
horizontal stress of 5 MPa and initial reservoir fluid pressure of 25 MPa.
The simulations were carried out in three steps:

3. Results

1. During the first step, initial conditions (pore pressure, stresses) were
applied, then the drilling phase of the wellbore was simulated with the
effective stresses being reduced to zero for elements inside the drilled
area lasting for 12 h followed by 2 days of constant stress phase. As
in the Radial Jet Drilling the technique does not use drilling mud, the
pressure change in the well was kept at zero.

In total four rock mechanics tests were carried out on intact specimens. A hydrostatic compression test on specimen 4 included loading
beyond the pore collapse strength was performed. Two stage triaxial
compression tests were carried out on specimens 11, 7 and 10. The
specimen 11 was tested with 2 MPa and 4 MPa of confining pressure
during the first and second shear phases, respectively. The specimen 7
was tested with 4 MPa confining pressure during the first shear phase
and with 2 MPa confining pressure during the second shear phase. The
specimen 10 was tested with constant confining stress of 6 MPa and 4
MPa, during the first and second shear phases, respectively.
The performed standard rock mechanics tests were back analysed
by means of the single element simulator under the strain control
condition. In the single element, modelling of the standard tests was
strain controlled. With regards to the strain curves, preference was
made to match the external LVDT measurement as opposed to the
internal measurements obtained by the strain gauge. Compared to
the local strain gauge measurement, that represents centimetre scale
deformation, the LVDT displacement measurement may also include
closing of micro-fractures and bedding effects. Thus, the LVDT tends
to register more axial deformation than the axial strain gauges.
Table 1, first column lists parameters used for the numerical back
analyses of the standard triaxial tests using the single element simulator. Since only multi-stage triaxial compression tests were designed
for this study, it was attempted to match the stress–strain curves at
the three phases with a single parameter set, but it was not always
possible, due to the material behaviour. One of the reasons for this is
that the state of the applied stress in the test was in the transition zone
between the pore collapse and the shear failure. This change in stress
state turned out to be sensitive to several parameters, most significantly
to the angle of friction, dilatancy, cohesion, equivalent plastic strain,
and the creep parameter. Therefore, the average values with variances
for material parameters of the four rock mechanics tests are shown in
first column of Table 1. The results of single element simulator for four
rock mechanics tests are summarized in Fig. 6. According to this Figure,

3.1. Back analysis of standard triaxial tests

2. In the second step, for over two days, the production phase was
simulated with reduction of the wellbore pressure by 2 MPa. The
pressure is kept constant at the outer boundary.
3. The third step simulated the reservoir depletion, in which the pore
pressure at the outer boundary was declined by 9 MPa and the wellbore
pressure by 10 MPa for over four days with subsequent creep phase of
about 50 days.

2.8. Outcrop chalk material
The chalk material used in this study was from the Austin quarry in
Texas, US. Austin outcrop chalk characterized as a fine-grained carbonate mud deposit, predominantly composed of well-preserved and debris
of coccoliths, planktonic foraminifera and calcispheres (Cloud, 1975;
Dravis, 1980). Using the carbonate-texture classification of (Dunham,
1962), the Austin chalk is categorized as wackestones to packstones,
with packstone as the dominant texture. An average of 88% calcite
content for the Austin outcrop specimens is identified from X-ray
diffraction analysis (Corbett et al., 1987). For the triaxial tests, the
specimens were end trimmed to the final length of about 7.6 cm and
diameter of 3.8 cm, whereas for the SLH test length of about 200 cm
and diameter of 10 cm. The porosity of the specimens for the triaxial
tests was in the range of 30%–31% (estimated based on a grain density
of 2.71 g/cm3 ). The porosity of the specimen prepared for the SLH test
was 25.4%.
6
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Table 1
Estimated chalk mechanical properties.
Parametersa

Average(Variance)b

Specimen 11c

SLH testd

Porosity, 𝜙
Young’s modulus, E [MPa]
Poisson’s ratio, 𝑛𝑢
Angle of friction, 𝜑𝑖𝑛𝑖∕𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘∕𝑟𝑒𝑠 [◦ ]
Dilatancy, 𝜓𝑖𝑛𝑖∕𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘∕𝑟𝑒𝑠 [◦ ]
Cohesion, cin=peak∕res [MPa]
Pore collapse strength, Pc [MPa]
Hardening, hc /hn [MPa]
Semi-axis ratio of ellipse, M
A0 [MPa]
Creep rate coefficient, 𝑏
Equivalent plastic strain at peak, epl peak [%]
Friction softening, 𝜒
Cohesion softening, 𝜃
Impact of intermediate principal stress, 𝜁
Cosserat length, 𝑙 [m]

0.31(0.005)
3650(300)
0.21
33(1.0)/38(1.6)/37(1.6)
0/2.6 (2.1)/1 (1.7)
1.6(0.4)/0.7(0.1)
23.7 (1.4)
1530/2600
1.5(0.05)
1.6(0.1)
0.066(0.007)
0.57(0.2)
10–65
8–65 (Exponential)
–
–

0.28–0.3
3900–4300
0.21
33–35/38–40/37.8–39.8
4/9/5
1.9–2.3/0.15–0.25
23–25
1530/2600
1.5–1.6
1.4–1.6
0.05–0.065
0.4–0.6
35
70(Linear)
0.02
5E−05

0.25
3900
0.21
34/39.5/38.8
2/6/3
3.1/0.7
26
1530/2600
1.5
1.5
0.05
0.5
15
16(Linear)
0.06
5E−05

a

Permeability of all samples are within the range 0.3–0.6 md.
Using single element simulator for Specimens 4, 7, 10, and 11.
c Using the 3D numerical model of triaxial compression test for the specimen 11 at constant confining stress of 2 MPa.
d Using the numerical model of SLH.
b

Fig. 6. Back analysis of stress–strain curves for (a) specimen 4 tested under Hydrostatic compression test and three other tests under triaxial compression test with two stages of
different confining stresses including (b) specimen 11 tested at 2 & 4 MPa confining stresses, (c) specimen 7 tested at 4 & 2 MPa confining stresses and (d) specimen 10 tested at
6 & 4 MPa confining stresses.

good agreements are seen between the simulation and experimental
results.
A triaxial compression test with 2 MPa confining pressure was
simulated with 3D model. Fig. 7 illustrates the axial stress in the centre
of the top piston versus applied axial strain. In this plot, the test
results compared to the results obtained with the single element and
3D numerical modelling. In the single element model the strain development within the specimen corresponds to the average strain, thus
modelling the shear strain localization is not possible. Although the
peak strength is well captured with both of approaches, the post peak
softening behaviour is less pronounced using 3D modelling compared to
the single element approach. In 3D model, cohesion softening together

with Cosserat length and intermediate principle stress are improved
for the best agreements between experimental and numerical results
(Table 1, second column).
3.2. SLH test
Fig. 8 presents test data obtained for SLH 1 specimen tested under
triaxial compaction with fixed stress ratio of 0.4, in which the specimen
was loaded to an effective axial stress of 23 MPa and a radial stress of
9.2 MPa and left to creep for more than 35 h. The time history of the
effective axial and radial stresses deviate from linearity in the beginning
of the test. Since the test was carried out with a fixed stress ratio,
7
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Fig. 7. Specimen 11 tested under triaxial compression at 2 MPa confining stress during first compression loading: (a) Model prediction of the axial strain with single element (mod
SE) and 3D mesh (mod 3D) and measured axial strain from LVDT (Lab LVDT) plotted against effective axial stress; (b) Development of shear bands on the specimen represented
by equivalent plastic strain.

Fig. 8. Single hole testing: (a) Time history of applied effective axial (SigA) and radial stresses (SigR); (b) Time history of axial strain from LVDT measurement; (c) Time history
of axial strain from strain gauge measurements; (d) Time history of radial strain from strain gauge measurements; (e) Plot of axial strain from LVDT (exp lvdt) and strain gauge
(exp sg) measurements versus effective axial stress; (f) Development of the compressional (vp) and shear wave (vs) velocities with increased effective axial stress. Sudden spikes
are observed in shear wave velocity approaching 10 MPa and 20 MPa may indicate grain slip and pore collapse deformation.

meaning that the load frame goes forward with strain rate of 0.1%/h
and the confining pressure is then adjusted to 0.4 of the obtained axial
stress. In the beginning, the confining pressure pump may be lagging
a bit behind (due to the large cell volume) and it also requires some
vertical deformation for the vertical stress to build up. The reason for
the test not being carried out stress controlled is, because shear failure
(and to some degree also pore collapse) will cause rapid increase in the
strain rate, not allowing testing in a controlled way in the post-shear
phase. As can be seen, the recording of two axial strains measured from
LVDT have comparable values. In contrast, the measurement of axial
strains from strain gauges showed the highest strain value for the strain
gauges placed adjacent to the hole from both sides (2 and 3 in Fig. 4),
whereas the strain gauge 5 placed at the plug showed slightly higher
values compared to those placed at the centre edge (1 and 4 in Fig. 4).
Similar to the axial strain gauges, the measurement of the radial strain
gauges recorded the highest strain at the plug (3 in Fig. 4), compared
to those placed at the mid edge (1 and 2 in Fig. 4).

The plot of the shear/compressional wave velocities versus effective
axial stress shows the change in velocities in the course of increased
effective axial stress. The plot shows that when the single hole specimen
is subjected to an effective axial stress up to 10 MPa, both of the
velocities increased gradually. Beyond this effective axial stress level,
both of the velocities levels out and remained almost constant values
while increasing the effective axial stress to 21 MPa and also in the
subsequent creep phase. As the stress path in the single lateral hole test
was carried out with an effective stress ratio of 0.4, meaning that there
was an increasing confining pressure support on the specimen with
increasing the effective axial stress. The initial increase of the velocities
could be related to the closure of the randomly oriented microcracks
within the specimen, whereas the levelling out of the velocity at a later
stage could be explained with pore collapse mechanisms, that triggers
grain boundary slip, grain rotation and calcite twinning, thereby leading the shear/compressional wave velocities to stabilize, as observed
by Mowar et al. (1996) from testing Austin chalk in conventional
triaxial compression test at high confining stress. It could be possible
8
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Fig. 9. Evolution of the breakout during creep phase after loading to 23 MPa axial stress within loading time 10.3 h under stress ratio of 0.4 at creep time (a) 𝑡𝑐𝑟 = 0.0; (b)
𝑡𝑐𝑟 = 7.7; (c) 𝑡𝑐𝑟 = 18.3; and (d) 𝑡𝑐𝑟 = 36.0 h.

Fig. 10. (a) CT visualization of the breakouts developed at the lateral hole wall; (b) Side view of the horizontal hole wall from CT scanning showing the frictional shear breakouts
developed along the length of the hole.

that these micromechanisms are active away from the hole where
confining stresses are high. However around the hole, at the free surface
where stresses are concentrated, shear fracture development should be
initiated.

3.3. Back analysis results of SLH test
One of the aims of back analysis of the SLH test was verification of
the softening parameters after post-peak and dilatancy angle, as well
as of the assumed Cosserat length estimated from 3D modelling of the
triaxial test. While common triaxial tests are enough to calibrate prefailure behaviour, back analysis results of SLH test shows the material
parameters relating to the post failure like softening parameters must
be calibrated in an open hole test.
Fig. 9 illustrates the evolution of the calculated equivalent plastic strains during creep phase. As observed in this figure, significant
development of breakout zone during creep phase due to continuous
deformation occurs in the sample. The model performed well with
regards to capturing the formation of the breakouts corresponding to
the ones visualized in Fig. 10 obtained from CT scan at the end of
the creep phase, where shear cracks started to deepen and increased
spatially, reproducing the dog-ears as observed in the test. Fig. 11
shows the axial strains calculated at the top of the piston. Time history
of the strain plot shows that the results match well with the experiment
during the creep phase.
Generally, back analysis of the SLH test must use the same basic
parameters for the shear failure and pore collapse, as well as for the

The breakout development at the lateral hole wall was inspected by
CT scanning and shown in Fig. 10. For the applied effective axial stress
of 23 MPa, breakouts developed forward towards the rock from the
hole wall towards the applied minimum stress direction. In addition,
loose grains spalling off from the crack surface can also be observed.
According to (Haimson, 2007), there exists several distinct failure
micromechanisms as intra- and trans-granular dilatant microcracks
mainly observed in crystalline granite, intra- and inter-granular dilatant
microcracks in Indiana limestone, intra-granular extensive microcracks
in well cemented arcosic sandstone. (Haimson, 2007) describes that
the cracks appear to be dislodged from the rock matrix in weaker limestone, such as the Austin chalk, by frictional shear between the crack
walls. At a higher differential stress than 13.8 MPa, the microcracks are
likely to deepen and continuously narrow as the spalled flakes become
shorter, leading to dog-eared breakouts.
9
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study shows an open hole test is required for calibrating the post failure
behaviour near the wellbore. In terms of the long time behaviour, the
role of the creep deformation on wellbore stability demonstrates the
possibility of breakout development near the wellbore. To the best
of our knowledge, the effect of creep deformation is not commonly
considered in failure criteria for the analysis and design of the safe
mud-weight window and bean-up operations. Neglecting the breakout development caused by creep deformation near the wellbore can
cause severe damage in uncased sections which is likely to happen in
frequently and harsh shutdowns followed by rapid bean-ups.
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3.4. Wellbore stability analysis
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Appendix A. Chalk constitutive model
The shear failure is given by the Mohr–Coulomb criterion with
taking into account the effect of the intermediate principal stress:
√
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
− 𝜁(2𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 − 1)) − (𝑝′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑 + 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 )
(1)
𝐹 = 𝐽2𝐶 (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 +
√
3
with: 𝐽2𝐶 - second invariant of deviatoric stress for a Cosserat model. If
no Cosserat formulation is used, 𝐽2𝐶 corresponds to the classical second
invariant of deviatoric stress; 𝜑 - friction angle, 𝑐 - cohesion; 𝜃 - Lode’s
angle, 𝜁 - scales the impact of the intermediate principal stress, 𝑝′ mean effective stress.
The cohesion 𝑐 and the angle of friction 𝜑 are varied in the course of
hardening/softening. Hardening and softening in case of shear failure
are functions of equivalent plastic strain 𝑒𝑝𝑙 incrementally determined
as
𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑙 =

√

𝑝𝑙 2
𝑝𝑙
𝑝𝑙 2
𝑝𝑙
𝑝𝑙 2
𝑝𝑙 2
𝑝𝑙 2
𝑝𝑙 2
2((𝑑𝜀𝑝𝑙
𝑥𝑥 − 𝑑𝜀𝑣 ) + (𝑑𝜀𝑦𝑦 − 𝑑𝜀𝑣 ) + (𝑑𝜀𝑧𝑧 − 𝑑𝜀𝑣 ) + (𝑑𝜀𝑥𝑦 ) + (𝑑𝜀𝑦𝑧 ) + (𝑑𝜀𝑧𝑥 ) )

(2)

4. Conclusion

In the case of the equivalent plastic strain being lower than the
equivalent plastic strain at the peak strength 𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
, the material hardens
𝑝𝑙
by increasing the angle of friction from an initial 𝜑𝑖𝑛𝑖 to a peak value
𝜑𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 . That reads for 𝑒𝑝𝑙 < 𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
:
𝑝𝑙
√
𝜑 = 𝜑𝑖𝑛𝑖 + ((𝜑𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 − 𝜑𝑖𝑛𝑖 ) 2𝑒𝑝𝑙 𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
− 𝑒2𝑝𝑙 )∕𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
(3)
𝑝𝑙
𝑝𝑙

This study proposed a workflow to integrate rock-mechanic tests
and numerical simulations for open hole stability in chalk rocks. The focus of the model is to capture the breakout development by considering
strain softening and rate dependency in the long-term behaviour. While
common triaxial tests are enough to calibrate pre-failure behaviour, this
10
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Fig. 12. Development of the equivalent plastic strain at the circular borehole wall (a) calculated after reducing the bottom hole pressure by 12 MPa and pore fluid pressure by
9 MPa at boundaries of 5 m; (b) calculated for a creep time lasting 50 days with constant bottom hole pressure of 12 MPa and pore pressure at the boundaries of 5 m with 16
MPa. And for the borehole with wing geometry: (c) development of the equivalent plastic strain at the borehole wall calculated after reducing the bottom hole pressure by 6 MPa
and pore fluid pressure by 3.8 MPa at boundaries of 5 m. Wings nearly closed under simulated load conditions.

After reaching the peak strength, there is an exponential decline:
𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

−𝜒(𝑒𝑝𝑙 −𝑒𝑝𝑙

𝜑 = (𝜑𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 − 𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑠 )𝑒

)

+ 𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑠

The hardening parameter ℎ increases as the porosity 𝜙 decreases due
to progressing pore collapse.

(4)

ℎ = ℎ𝑐 − ℎ𝑛 𝜙

Cohesion is assumed to be constant until the peak strength is reached.
Cohesion 𝑐 may decline either linearly or exponentially. In linear form
Cohesion declines
𝑐 = 𝑐0 − 𝜂(𝑒𝑝𝑙 − 𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
)
𝑝𝑙

At the onset of pore collapse, the volumetric plastic strain rate increases, inducing an increase of 𝑝𝑐𝑐 . On the other hand, when the rate
declines, 𝑝𝑐𝑐 declines and the strain hardening is required to adjust 𝑝𝑐𝑐
to the current state of stress, resulting in creep strain. It must be noted
that if both shear and pore collapse criteria are violated, the preference
is given to the shear failure.

(5)

until the residual cohesion 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠 . In exponential form Cohesion declines
𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

𝑐 = 0.9(𝑐0 − 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠 )𝑒

−𝜒(𝑒𝑝𝑙 −2𝑒𝑝𝑙

)

+ 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠

(6)

which becomes effective after a slight sinus-shaped decline from 𝑐0
to 0.9(𝑐0 − 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠 ) + 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠 for 𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
< 𝑒𝑝𝑙 < 2𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
. Exponential softening
𝑝𝑙
𝑝𝑙
is preferred in the Single Element model, in order to reproduce the
effects from shear strain localization.Non-associated flow rule is applied
on the shear failure surface. The plastic flow rule is controlled by the
plastic potential that uses the same function as the yield surface, but the
friction angle 𝜑 is replaced by the dilatancy angle 𝜓. For the dilatancy
angle 𝜓, the same hardening and softening rules apply as for the friction
with one modification: Softening starts only after the equivalent plastic
strain has reached 10𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
:
𝑝𝑙
𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

𝜓 = (𝜓𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 − 𝜓𝑟𝑒𝑠 )𝑒

−𝜒(𝑒𝑝𝑙 −10𝑒𝑝𝑙

)

+ 𝜓𝑟𝑒𝑠

Appendix B. Supplementary data
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.petrol.2021.109365. Deterministic sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to investigate the sensitivity of
the results to variationsin input parameters for the wellbore stability
analysis derived from a 2D modelling of the SLH test.
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